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PVRs (personal video recorders) – aka DVRs (digital video recorders) Hard disc recorders, 
Tivos, Sky+….. 
 
What is it? 
Who has it (and who’s going to get it)?  
Whose lunch is it trying to eat? 
What’s the opportunity? 
 
What is it? 
 
Essentially – a PVR is video recorder on steroids – easy to use, massive memory 
(without any tapes or discs to worry about) and some cool functionality – 
particularly the ability to pause and rewind live TV. 

           
With a hard disc, a windows like interface and lots of smarts it employs computing 
power– together with an EPG (electronic programme guide) and one click 
recording - to put the user in control. 
 
It’s probably best known through the brands that are marketing the technology - 
Tivo and Sky +. Tivo developed the idea and launched in the US in the late 90s and 
is still (just) the dominant brand there. In the UK Tivo was marketed by Sky with 
limited success, then Sky switched their focus to Sky+ which has been much more 
successful and is defining the UK market in the way Tivo defines the US 
 
The standard Sky+ box allows 20 hours of TV to be stored (at a cost of £199) but 
Sky have now launched the Sky+160 which holds 80 hours of programmes with a 
cost of £399 – but we’d expect to see that both prices discounted before long. (As 
we’ve seen with iPod, the cost of memory is such that these dramatic increases in 
capacity will become regular occurrences.) 
 
As Sky+ allows a channel to be watched whilst another is recording an extra cable 
is needed so an installation visit is necessary too – and usually charged at £60. 
There is a monthly subscription cost of £10 but this is waived for subscribers to Sky 
premium channels. 
 
In recent months other consumer electronic brands such as Philips, Sony and 
Panasonic have incorporated the technology into other devices (set top boxes and 
DVD recorders) to increase consumer choice. Telewest have just announced that 
they’ll launch a cable PVR early in 2005 and both HP and Microsoft have launched  
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and the Microsoft Media Centres, which are is essentially a PVRs too. So PVRs look 
to be here to stay. is a major priority for Bill Gates. 
 
Intregrated devices such as the Philips HDRW 720, which include a DVD player 
and recorder, retail at around £450 at online stores such as Amazon. These have 
no subscription costs – but tend to have less sophisticated EPGs. Media Centres 
retail in the US for around $2000 so are clearly aimed at very early adopters – for 
the moment. 
 
Who has it (and who’s going to get it) 
 
New figures from Sky in May tell us that claim 770k households have Sky + - that’s 
10%  penetration of Sky DTH ( direct to home) homes. There is no user profile 
data publicly available but we expect that it’s mainly early adopters who have 
invested so far. Certainly this is the case in the US where around 5% of homes have 
PVRs - Forrester says “DVR owners are demographically mainstream” but “are off 
the charts in their adoption of premium-TV services and home electronics,” 
 
Forecasts for growth are bullish – both here in the UK and in the US. Starcom 
Motive predicts 21% penetration (5m units) in the UK by 2008 and 34% (8m units) 
by 2012. Forrester predict 40% of US homes will have one in 5 years times. 
 
Two factors give us confidence in these predictions. The latest Sky annual report 
shows one third of Sky+ subscribers in the last quarter were new to Sky so we can 
expect continued support as Sky look for increased growth in numbers and - more 
importantly - in ARPU (average revenues per user). For as well as delivering an 
additional £200 plus for each Sky+ subscriber these new set top boxes are much 
more sophisticated than the average set top box in most Sky homes. Compared to 
a 5 year old box these brand new boxes will enable much more sophisticated (and 
more lucrative services) so Sky will see real ROI in promoting this technology. 
 
But even more important is the fact that users love these new toys. Our research 
elicited responses such as; 
 

• “couldn’t live without it”,  
• “you don't need to just watch any crap on TV anymore” 
• “I spend a lot less time surfing through channels. I come home and 

watch exactly what I want to watch whenever I like.” 
 
The views on consumer opinion sites such as Ciao.com are equally enthusiastic. 
And some US research by Media Kitchen showed similar levels of satisfaction - of 
those asked; 
 

• 79% agreed they now had more control over TV 
• 72% agreed TV was more enjoyable now 
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• 74% agreed my PVR has enhanced my life 
 
So Sky+ is a very useful tool to counter churn of Sky subscribers – particularly 
important with the rise of Freeview; but we can expect a Freeview set top box with 
an integrated PVR before too long. And it’s worth remembering just how fast useful 
technology is adopted here in the UK - the penetration of DVD players has grown 
from nowhere to over 40% of homes according to Ofcom.  
 
Because early adopters are so vocal about good new technology, already almost 
20% of the UK population claim they are likely to buy a PVR according to a study 
by Mediaedge CIA. And, according to the same study, of those who either have 
one or expect to buy one the key perceived benefits are; 
 

• Moving shows to a more favourable time slot   59% 
• Ease of use of recording     43% 
• Ability to zip through ads in pre recorded programmes 38%  
 

And it is that last statistic which leads us to ask….. 
 
Whose lunch is it trying to eat? 
 
Charles Allen, ITV's chief executive, says that the threat from PVRs is "not an 
immediate one" 
 
We disagree. The threat is real. And it’s right now. 
 
Research from Forrester, Nielsen, Starcom and Mediaedge CIA and others all show 
that once people have a PVR ad avoidance kicks in.  
 
Mediaedge ask prospective buyers about their expectations of behaviour whilst 
watching pre recorded programmes and 69% say they would zip through the ads. 
Forrester say 92% of users skipped the ads when watching recorded programmes, 
Media Planning Group puts the figure at 90%.  
 
But what is really disturbing for advertisers is the fact that PVR users watch an awful 
lot of TV recorded or delayed – up to 60% of viewing. US research by Lyra find that 
significant numbers of people deliberately start recording shows then start watching 
a few minutes later so they can zap through the ads – and by the end of the show 
they’re back in real time. We’ve seen this same behaviour in the UK where 
mainstream users quickly learnt how to use this technique to become ad avoiders. 
 
Sky data shows that amongst Sky+ users 45% of viewing is time shift – whereas 
most people watch no time shifted programming with VCRs – confirming this 
behaviour is not just a research phenomenon! 
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What does that mean for advertisers? Forrester estimate that ad exposure drops 
54% among DVR users.  
 
Taking current UK penetration of 2.6% and applying that 54% drop we can see that 
well over 1% of ad impression are probably being wasted already due to PVRs – 
and with a total TV spend of over £3billion that means around £48million of ad 
spend is being wasted.  
 
Now some people we’ve spoken to in the industry seem quite relaxed about that 
1% figure – but we’ve never met a client yet that wouldn’t like a 1% increase in 
effectiveness or that is happy about 1% wastage. And that its only going to get 
worse as PVR penetration grows. 
 
We can’t get hard facts just yet as current measurement techniques, both here and 
in the US, are unable to track this sort of behaviour– although the new Sky research 
panel launching in the Spring may help. But we believe we have enough evidence 
that this is a real problem –  
 
What’s the opportunity? 
 
Remember that old saying the ads are better than the programmes? Its not just 
wishful thinking but it is nostalgia – the December edition of Admap has a great 
chart, showing that in 1990 over 30% of the population agreed “ad are as good as 
the programmes”. Unfortunately that has virtually halved to around 16% by 2004. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Are people all ad avoiders? 
 
No. We think people are avoiders of bad ads – ads with no charm or wit, ads with 
no relevance, ads they’ve seen too many times before. 
 
So what’s the opportunity? It is in two key areas; 
 
Make your current approach work harder. 
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• Create ads people want to see – but make sure they’re effective too. 
• Make the start and end of your ads attention grabbing – you might 

persuade someone to hit the pause/rewind button and watch your ad 
• Consider adding a constant logo or branding device to the ad – even at fast 

forward people will recognise the brand 
• Think about how you could use interactive TV to make your advertising 

work harder 
 
Modify your approach 

• Create content people choose to watch/read/use and embed your brand 
within that content. The right approach for your brand may be an ad funded 
TV programme, a game that viewers can play on the interactive service on 
Sky or their mobile phone, or a broadband web experience. This approach 
won’t reach as many people but it will give you more time with the most 
interested or engaged customers. And by using the opportunities for 
interaction brands can get closer to their most valuable customers – those 
who are engaged with your brand. 

• Look carefully at how you could use interactive TV – the red button is a 
very powerful tool that is woefully underused right now. 

• Look out for the new possibilities of PVRs; there are some very interesting 
new tools and techniques being developed by Sky. Watch this space 

 
 
Summary 
 
As consumers obtain the tools to take control, they start to choose what 
advertising they consume. As the tools become more pervasive this is only going to 
increase so it requires a different approach to marketing. Advertising will continue 
to be important but it needs to evolve.  
 
As with all evolution, those Brands (and Agencies) that adapt to change will 
prosper; those that don’t, won’t. 
 
“We are immune from advertising. If you want us to talk to you, tell us something.  
Make it something interesting for a change.” - The Cluetrain Manifesto 
 
 
Simon Andrews - Big Picture    updated May 2005 
simon@bigpictureblog.comdlkw.co.uk                                         
www.bigpictureblog.com 
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